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ABSTRACT

Companies have caught the changes in consumer perceptions and have developed corporate social responsibility (CSR) as a long run survival strategy. The CSR signals that companies are overcoming the logic of the short term. The question is whether an evolution towards something similar that we call State social responsibility (SSR) is possible. State social responsibility is exerted when the State, in absence (or in case of ineffectiveness) of a formal supranational law, protects the rights of current and future generations of its citizens and citizens of other states and/or raises the current generations’ awareness regarding the opportunities reduction generated in space and time by meta-externalities. States would signal the tendency to overcome their short-sighted logic if the meta-externalities became a crucial question in their agenda.
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1. Introduction

Corporations are often accused of damaging the environment and it is not clear what should be the appropriate correction of the external effects they produce. Yet, a number of them adopt social responsibility practices, that is, go considerably beyond what is legally required and incur significant costs in order to minimize the environmental impact.

Is it socially desirable for managers to take costly environmental initiatives at the expense of shareholders? Companies have more than one reason for adopting environmentally responsible behaviour and ethical and economic motivations co-exist [1,2]. The reputation management approach, for example, considers the firm’s reputation as a sort of capital which represents the financial value of its intangible assets [3].

Two issues related to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) are of particular interest. The first is whether and how far the self interested actions of individual economic agents in a market economy will promote the common good. The second concerns what can be done to make enterprise profitability a better indicator of social welfare.

The paper analyses the conditions that affect strategic decisions by firms adopting environmental CSR with the aim to understand if States might find it convenient to adopt, in turn, social responsibility practices. It proposes an attempt to specify how just an increase in the collective/individual awareness of existing meta-externalities can be the driver toward an effective Social State Responsibility.

The most important reason why we look in a comparative way to the evolution of behaviour of State and firm regards the time span within which some problems occur and their solutions may be effective. The CSR signals that, in some ways, businesses are overcoming the short-term logic. The pursuit of short-term objectives by states appears to be normal behaviour since politicians tend to favour policies that have short-run effects taking advantage of current generation myopia (see, for example, [4]).

If the issue of meta-externalities became central rather than marginal, i.e. if states provided an adequate balance of the apparently conflicting rights of current and future generations, then they would show the same tendency observed in recent firms’ behaviour to overcome the short-term logic.

2. Corporate Social Responsibility

The CSR literature emerged as a criticism of the neoclassical theory which—based on the assumption that market forces and government will address harmful activities—postulates that companies should maximize their profits [5]. The term CSR was first formalized by [6] who argued that “it refers to the obligations of businessmen to pursue those politics, to make those decisions, or to follow those lines of actions which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of society” (p.6). A crucial development of the definition of CSR is the work of [7] that included in the concept institutions and, thus, enterprises. This was
because, up to that point, use of the term businessmen had implied that the owner of an enterprise was also its manager and, therefore, personally bore the cost of every social commitment.

At a distance of some decades, although many scholars assume that there is an inherent compatibility of profit-making and fulfilling the needs of society, there is no consensus on the definition of CSR.

According to [8], CSR is “a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis”. A number of alternative approaches reflect different views on the utility of CSR into framing the role of business in society (see [9] for a review).

Even though there are various CSR area (i.e. environment management, labour relations, social and cultural activities, etc.) we focus on environmental issues because the role played by states and firms to solve meta-externalities is distinctive.

### 2.1. Drivers of Environmental CSR

If the enterprise succeeded in best serving the interest of all its stakeholders by focusing on the maximization of its profits and optimizing its process of production, then this focusing should take place under the conditions of perfect competition. Only these conditions, according to economic theory, assure the absence of dissociation between the economic and social frontiers of the firm.

Given this absence of dissociation between the economic and social frontiers and given that the market and the government regulate the firm, the responsibilities of this latter have generally been considered to be of a legal rather than a social character.

Even though, in theory, when the firm is solely preoccupied with its economic boundaries, it contributes to the general welfare, in the value creation process, it internalises some costs and transfers others to its stakeholders. The “social costs” or external costs represent costs which are necessary for the creation of value, but which are not assumed by the producer; rather they are borne by the stakeholders [10]. A portion of the profit generated by the firm is earned to the detriment of the stakeholders.

Environmental CSR refers to actions going beyond compliance, private provision of public goods, or voluntary internalizing of externalities. Its recent emergence has been attributed to pure market effects, simple externalities, and meta-externalities. The first two categories do not need much explanation. We define meta-externalities as unwanted side-effects of the whole economic system on its physical and social contexts. Climate change is perhaps the greatest negative meta-externality ever imposed by economic systems on the natural world.

The growing awareness of the stakeholder role that everybody has to play, together with market and political forces that are the actual drivers of firms environmental CSR, may stimulate the diffusion of environmental CSR initiatives.

If the firm is involved in short-term wealth transfers, it must recover that value from somewhere—either by increasing its revenues (e.g. by increasing the willingness to pay) or by reducing the cost of its inputs. Market forces include win/win opportunities to increase revenues with green consumers who are willing to pay a higher price as a premium for environmentally-friendly products and to cut costs by improving the efficiency of resource use, labour market advantages with employees who have green preferences [11-13]. The pure market effects emerge from a company that has done just what it was supposed to do.

Corporate care of the environment and support of socially responsible programs play an increasingly influential role in consumer purchasing behaviour, according to the first Global Survey [14] on company ethics and corporate responsibility released by The Nielsen Company. Half the world’s consumers (51%) consider it very important that companies improve their environmental policies. In addition, 42% of consumers place high importance on fostering programs that contribute to improving society.

Firms that have chosen an environmentally proactive strategy may be able to lower operating costs in many different ways. More environmentally correct behaviour may translate into the ability of a firm to attract highly qualified workers while decreasing turnover, recruiting and training costs. The possibility of litigation and that of environmental accidents are reduced. Reducing externalities affects the firm capacity to obtain credit. Lenders and rating agencies scrutinize a firm’s environmental record, responsibility and risk. A more environmentally responsible firm will, all other things equal, receive a higher credit rating and it will have the opportunity to attract capitals from green investors at a reduced cost as well.

According to [15], companies that reduce the potential for conflict between themselves and the rest of society by reducing external effects may be rewarded on the stock market, which seems averse to companies with bad environmental records.

Being environmentally conscientious might involve greater investment in technology, methods and raw materials than it is the case for the environmentally indifferent. However, it may also be claimed that this investment will bring advantages in a number of ways, resulting, in the end, in increased profits.

Accordingly, adopting environmentally conscious be-
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[16] provide several examples of firms that increased the efficiency of their use of resources and reduced pollution and costs at the same time.
haviour becomes a source of technological innovation that brings advantages to companies as well as society.

Political forces may be summarized as effective regulatory threats, enforcement pressures, or threats of boycott from non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

Firms over-comply to reduce the risk of tighter regulation, or to induce the government to choose a form of regulation which is more favourable for them [1,17]. Factors such as managerial altruism and the emergence of a new generation of savvier business leaders who take proactive steps to avert political conflict should not be disregarded.

Poor corporate performance is often targeted by local community and customer activists because of its associated negative externalities, and non-compliance with environmental laws may elicit coercive pressure in the form of penalties imposed by government regulators. A reputation for being environmentally considerate can enhance a company’s image in the eyes of consumers and improve its relations with regulators.

Although an environmentally responsible strategy has costs associated with it that, as [18] argue, have often been emphasized, benefits come with such a strategy too and these have usually been discounted or completely ignored.

2.2. The Influence of CSR on Welfare

In order to provide benefits to shareholders, any investment must increase customers’ willingness to pay or reduce costs in some circumstances.

In the debate about the relationship between firms’ environmental and economic performance, it is often argued that there is a conflict between firms’ competitiveness and their environmental performance [19].

At the level of a specific industry, for example, the proportion of environmental costs to total manufacturing costs might be higher than the average for manufacturing as a whole [20]. Since, in the past, firms focused on end-of-pipe technologies as the major approach towards pollution control and environmental performance improvements in general, environmental investments were often seen as an extra cost [21]. The notion has emerged rather late that improved environmental performance is a potential source of competitive advantage as it can lead to more efficient processes, improvements in productivity, lower costs of compliance and new market opportunities [16]. Two major factors support this argument. First, companies facing high costs for their polluting activities have an incentive to carry out research into new technologies and production approaches that might reduce the costs of compliance. Resulting innovations might lead to lower production costs, e.g. lower input costs due to enhanced resource productivity. Second, companies can also gain “first mover advantages” from selling their new solutions and innovations to other firms [22]. In a longer-term perspective, the ability to innovate and to develop new environmentally sound technologies and production approaches is likely to be a key determinant of competitiveness, alongside the more traditional factors of competitive advantage [23].

As shown in the Figure 1, the most successful CSR projects are those that deliver solutions which are both profit and welfare enhancer (Good Management). The worst CSR projects are those that carry out solutions which are on the opposite direction (Delusional CSR). However, we can not exclude a trade-off between pursuing the two objectives at once (Borrowed CSR virtue and Pernicious CSR). To summarize, there is no guarantee that CSR enhances social welfare: the welfare effects of CSR are situation-contingent. CSR can potentially decrease production inefficiencies and, at the same time, allow companies to increase sales and give increased access to capital and new markets. Some activities result in immediate cost-saving while other activities bring reputational benefits to the company which increase both profitability and market valuation in the long-term or dissuade the Government from future action which might impose significant costs on the company. On the one hand, the private sector generally prefers the flexibility of self-designed standards. On the other hand, regulation in itself is, as we will see in Section 3.1, unable to cover every aspect in a corporation’s functioning in detail.

3. State Social Responsibility

States, such as companies, may promote new social trends. However, whereas states—unlike companies—will survive anyhow, politicians, in order to be re-elected, must engage in a behaviour that is beneficial to current generations; they adopt a short-run logic.
Considering CSR as the most recent evolution in businesses, we ask ourselves if there is a tendency towards a similar change in the behaviour of the State. Is there a potential for a behaviour by the State that exceeds what can be described as its classic function? In other words, is there an evolution towards a State Social Responsibility? Before trying to give an answer to this question we give our definition of Social State Responsibility.

The responsibility of the State is the obligation to ensure the protection of those inalienable rights which are inherent human nature (such as those to life, health, etc.). This can be seen as the classical function of a State.

The responsibility of the State becomes state social responsibility when the State, in absence (or in case of ineffectiveness) of a formal supranational law, protects the rights of current and future generations of its citizens and citizens of other states and/or raises the current generations’ awareness regarding the opportunities reduction generated in space and time by meta-externalities.

A pro-active behaviour—as, for example, to encourage new supranational agreements or, when the tools to ensure the protection of the rights are ineffective, to activate itself in order to ensure the full enjoyment of the rights of present and future generations even beyond the national boundaries—transforms the responsibility of the State in SSR.

Meta-externalities are unwanted side-effects of the whole economic system on its physical and social contexts-effects in which the economic culture fouls its own nest, if the “nest” is understood broadly as being all the contexts in which humans live.

Therefore, if the responsibility of the State becomes SSR when it encompasses State initiatives beyond its classical function, it is evident that there is a potential for a SSR in relation to many issues. In this paper, we focus mainly on environmental concerns.

Market economies try to increase well-being pursuing the goals of maximizing profits, production and consumption. The maximizing of the desirable output (GDP) is accompanied by the stabilization or increase of undesirable byproducts (CO2 emissions, for example), i.e. it contributes to the production of meta-externalities. Many people in rich countries, and some elites in poor countries, could actually be better off with less stuff. Reduced material throughout the global economy would help, for instance, with climate change mitigation; at the same time, resilience and social cohesion would be increased by policies that depress conspicuous consumption and encourage societies to define success in terms other than material possessions.

Nevertheless, many governments seem nowadays to be oriented in doing what is in the interest of some minority lobbies, rather than working for the general, long-term well-being of people and environment protection.

It is not simple at all to include the loss of welfare in the calculations of externalities; with meta-externalities the complexity becomes higher.

The increasing diffusion of the meta-externalities probably prevents future generations to have the same opportunities we have had. Furthermore, social and economic conditions have produced others factors of unsustainability; therefore, a moral and ethical reorientation of public and private choices, attitudes and behaviours may help.

In our view, the complex issue of meta-externalities is crucial and it is in trying to limit them that one sees the need/opportunity for a socially responsible behaviour by states.

Solving the issue of meta-externalities requires, in fact, a change in the mechanisms of production and consumption (and CSR works in this direction) and a not myopic behaviour viewed as a mixture of self-interest and of concern for other people and/or the next generation. If SSR promotes not short-sighted social trends, it may contribute to the development of moral norms that will be internalised by individuals and, doing so, it will probably make policy choices sustainable, not biased by myopia. Therefore, several tools are required to better govern the relations between the countries, to guarantee sustainability, social justice, respect for human rights.

3.1. Weaknesses of Regulation and Voluntary Agreements

State regulation is binding and can play an important role in bringing about environment friendly behaviour by firms. It is not perfect, however, and it may even end up reducing public welfare because of its cost or inefficiency.

Regulations to control emissions of environmental pollutants have been criticized for being costly and inefficient. Inefficiencies associated with government interventions in many developing and even advanced economies are well known. The presence of government corruption is interpreted by some social scientists as evidence that most politicians try to further their career or wealth rather than correct market failures (e.g., [28,29]). Most legislation, especially that concerning the environ-
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Footnotes:
1. Many authors have different opinions about the function of the State, from minimal state to centralist state, (Hobbes, Nozick, Rawls, Marx, among others). We do not discuss here the different positions. We limit ourselves to give our definition.
2. Social Responsibility since Society as a whole overcomes the boundary of a State in space (other States) and time (future generations).
3. The result obtained by an effective SSR, in this case a merit good, will help to reduce the myopia of current generation.
4. Lines of action, guidelines, policies, etc.
5. See [26] on misallocation of resources; [27] on corruption.
ment, establishes general objectives but leaves the details of implementation to a regulatory agency. Even when legislative mandates are communicated clearly to regulators, discrepancies between the wishes of the principal (the legislature) and the agent (the regulator) can not be excluded. For example, [28] argues that a key motivation for bureaucrats, including regulators, is the maximizing of their budgets, something that is not the objective of the legislature. Regulators also have future career concerns that may involve obtaining a position within the regulated industry or running for elected office [30].

Even after regulations are promulgated and their implementation has been delegated to a regulatory agency, they are unlikely to have much impact on corporate behaviour unless government undertakes costly monitoring and enforcement activity. Regulatory agencies are chronically under-funded, which means that regulators must carefully allocate their enforcement resources. As a result, companies viewed by regulators as socially responsible are likely to be monitored less frequently. This could not exactly be a good result for social welfare.

A normative framework must identify both a social welfare improvement and the parties which have the duty or responsibility to respond to it. From a utilitarian perspective when transactions costs are high, the duty should be assigned to the party that can most efficiently diminish the externality [31].

States can, alternatively, tax firms that pollute excessively but, often, they fail. It has been argued that environmental regulation enhances economic performance in an efficiency-producing, innovation-stimulating symbiotic relationship. On the other hand, regulations are criticized as generating costs that businesses will never recover and these represent financial diversions from productive investments [19].

Companies could address social responsibility issues in a more efficient and productive manner if they are allowed to do so by themselves—voluntarily—and not in response to government regulations. Any external imposition of fines or additional compliance costs would drive down profits. The relationship is, however, more complex than a simple calculus equating higher costs with lower profits.

CSR practices may pre-empt legislation if they are adopted early in the life cycle of the policy; if adopted later in the cycle, they may influence the stringency of regulations that cannot be pre-empted.

Environmental voluntary agreements (VAs) are quite different from traditional regulatory instruments since they are based on the exchange between the regulator and a firm (or an industry) and on the design of an incentives framework to parties in a context of cooperation.

A firm adopts a VA if it raises its profits, that is if it is accompanied by a shift in either the demand or supply curve or both [32]. Where the demand effect is predominant, the motive for its adoption is to capture the consumers’ willingness to pay for the environmental attributes of a product. VAs become differentiation strategies. This may increases firms’ profits, thus providing them with an incentive to voluntarily abate emissions.

VAs can be thought of as a way to increase a firm’s reputation vis à vis imperfectly informed consumers who give an additional value to environmentally friendly products or processes, but are unable to assess the quality of the products they purchase. When firms can choose their emission technology and consumers do not have complete knowledge of the environmental benefits, the VA can be seen as a choice by the “greener” firms to engage in non-mandatory abatement levels. The less environmentally efficient firm will meet the already existing standards.

A VA adoption by firms with low abatement costs might be aimed at “inducing regulation”. If a firm can reduce pollution more cheaply than other firms in its industry, it might wish to bring about a situation in which all of the firms in the industry have to reduce pollution and face the consequent increase in costs. One way to do this is to encourage government authorities to force collective action [33]. The efficient firm will, hence, gain a greater market share for itself. Therefore these agreements may have anticompetitive effects. As it is well known, market structure affects social welfare.

VAs can be a strategic variable through which firms might avoid lobbying conflicts or, at least, make them less intense. When firms self-regulate, in fact, they reduce consumers’ incentives to undertake lobbying activities. Given that lobbying conflicts can be seen as an unproductive expense, this is another argument in favour of VAs.

Anyway, self-regulation works better in a culture that honours integrity and concern for others at least as much as it respects success in making money. Unfortunately many cultures have drifted away from this position, so rendering external regulation more necessary.

3.2. Environmental Meta-Externalities and Ineffectiveness of Current Solutions

The transfer of social and environmental costs to stakeholders is still an endemic practice in many firms. In many countries, environmental policies and regulations have been implemented to improve poor environmental conditions. The last three decades have seen the establishment of numerous international norms and standards for environmental protection.

These have taken the form of treaties, conventions and multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs). It is unlikely that the implementation of many MEAs will be achieved through public initiatives alone [9].
Since the beginning of the nineteen eighties, firms have made a radical change in their production processes: they have decentralised and globalized. As a result of this transformation, market and governments have become incapable of reducing the gap between the economic and social boundaries of the firm. Therefore, unwanted side-effects of the whole economic system impose a reflux of "social cost" on stakeholders.

What should we do? There can be two different answers: the simplest one is to internalize the externalities—that is, find some way to ensure that the economic actor that generates costs has to pay them all; the hardest, but probably the most effective, is to avoid that externalities are created.

Self-regulation can be a way to avoid that some externalities are generated since regulation by entities outside of a corporation, as we saw, can only partially prevent it to externalize its costs. Furthermore, self-regulation efficacy requires integrity and concern for others. Critical meta-externalities reflect the impact of the economic system on the social context. Politicians and their stakeholders need to care about the long run, and to be able and willing to address intelligently the complex issues that face modern societies. Selfishness, short-term thinking and impatience with complexity are cultivated in the population at large, but these are not the characteristics that will best contribute to a healthy society or a healthy economy.

The concern about one of the most important meta-externalities actually faced emerged on an international scale for the first time during the World Climate Conference held in Geneva in 1979.

The magnitude of the impacts, the planetary scale of the challenge and the consequences for future generations are more than sufficient reasons to demand an institutional architecture able to regulate the intervention of private and public players.

The failure of Copenhagen, for example, was not the absence of a legally binding agreement but the absence of an agreement about how to achieve the noble goal of saving the planet. There was no agreement about reductions in carbon emissions, on how to share the burden, and no agreement on help for developing countries. Even the commitment of the accord to provide amounts close to $30 billion for the period 2010-2012 for adaptation and mitigation appears trifling compared to the hundreds of billions of dollars that have been distributed to the banks in the bailouts of 2008-2009. If that much can be laid out to save banks, something more can be laid out to save the planet [34].

Dramatically increasing public funding would help to solve many of the political challenges which the Kyoto approach presents but the solution of this meta-externality requires a more effective common policy (not just rules) at world level.

Despite a rich production of declarations and international standards, human rights are often violated. When this happens in a State, other states can intervene, but doing so they violate its sovereignty. To overcome this limitation, after the Second World War, thanks to the role played by the UN and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, several states have signed agreements that recognize their citizens’ right to resort to international tribunals to seek justice.

The responsibilities of present generations have been spelled out, among others, in the Declaration adopted by the General Conference of the United Nations for Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Paris, 12 November 1997) in particular in Articles 4 and 5.

Rules that protect the fundamental rights of the person are countless in international treaties. One must therefore ask whether the protection of human rights, enunciated by regulations, both in national law and in the international treaties, is actually guaranteed.

The enunciation of legal rules can not define reality in its completeness, in all its multiple variants. Formal rules therefore have to be complemented by more specific provisions, which adapt to the situation substantially.

A perfect legislation on the abstract cannot match a real safeguard of some rights, when the moral standard is not aligned. The correct application of the law assumes that moral values are actually lived and followed within the Society. It is the implementation of moral values that guarantee the rule of law, not the opposite. The law must ensure compliance with ethical principles, but is itself conditioned, in its level of application, from the moral level of the judicial bodies—and then essentially of the Society—which is addressed.

4. Stakeholder Theory: Private and Public Responsibilities

The opportunity for a more effective organization of firms’ internal use of resources and for a reduction of the risk of tighter regulation, are not the sole explanations for the rationale behind CSR. The firm is dependent on a number of core stakeholders whose acceptance and support is instrumental for its success.

According to mainstream stakeholder theory [35-37], ethical, non-economic considerations must be taken into account in the appropriate management of business enterprises even though they cannot be encapsulated in stakeholder theory. Stakeholders have different interests in preserving the environment. According to [38], balancing stakeholder interests promises little progress in the area of the environment. Broad stakeholder theories offer no concrete proposals about how competing and conflicting interests should be balanced in general.
CSR is about treating the stakeholders of a corporation in an ethical and socially responsible manner [39]. In our view, SSR is about treating the stakeholders of a nation in an ethical and socially responsible manner. The key stakeholders of any State are the current and future generations of the whole international community.

There are more than 500 global agreements on environment and, at the same time, many organizations try to protect it. However, the environment continues to be damaged. We cannot say if the cause of this is a lack of political will or an absence of social norms, but countries that have departed from acting in a socially responsible way might learn from CSR practices to treat their stakeholders responsibly. Companies, in fact, proactively integrate the voice of parties affected by business activities in corporate decision making and voluntarily take further steps to improve the quality of life for employees and their families as well as for society as a whole.

Can a meta-externality such as, for instance, an unsafe and unhealthy environment for current and future generations be seen as a violation of a human right? If the answer to this question is yes, then the State’s “social” responsibility has to include all those actions deemed necessary to protect the environment.

The dividing line between economic problems that are open to estimation and moral problems that are not, depends on a number of factors which are different for different cultures. So the relevant question is to include all of the culturally relevant factors among the relevant variables, even if they are not measurable through standard techniques, and to decide which is the most important aspect to be pursued. In this way, if a situation is presented in an ethical light, the goal will be to find the best ethically correct decision. On the other hand, when a situation is presented in a managerial light, the goal will be to find the best decision for the manager. Furthermore, when making moral judgment to evaluate various alternatives, an ethical point of view activates an ethical schema, such as Personal Interest or Maintaining Norms [40], which is different from what a managerial point of view activates (e.g. an economic rationality schema) to make a managerial judgment [41].

The adoption of CSR practices demonstrates that companies consider not only economic variables in general and profits in particular as relevant in order to estimate the “value” of an investment or the value of a policy, they also try to consider moral questions that can influence welfare.

Furthermore, by considering as relevant variables those which are usually considered as merely moral matters, companies try to move the dividing line further. An analysis which, refining the concept of profit, can offer a sketch of a larger set of variables is useful in order to understand the effects of phenomena that are not merely economic. To better understand this point, let just consider the vote on the nuclear energy in Italy. Supporters of nuclear energy tried to convince government stakeholders that they could save the 30 percent (short run economic rationality approach) on electricity bill with the nuclear option. Citizens used a larger set of variables to decide their vote and the nuclear option was rejected.

Firms implemented CSR as a long run survival strategy when they understood that the “customers” had some specific perception on the fact that corporations have an obligation to conform to the basic rules of the society, both those embodied in law and those embodied in ethical custom [42].

If the government acts in a way that is, or might be, adverse to future generations, it becomes necessary to weigh the impact of that action on current generation or, at the same time, to balance it with correlated actions that will benefit future generations. The difficulties with this approach are, for the current generation, to estimate a correct discount rate that will signal the importance of the future to estimate overall consequences of the action in terms of welfare and to put in place all the log-rolling interlocked actions that will mitigate eventual negative effects on future generations until the overall value of the action gives positive, overlapping generation, welfare effects.

5. Concluding Remarks

The idea behind this paper is that, in addition to a company which evolves and carries out its activities beyond what is required by law, we need a State which goes beyond what is required by State Responsibility in its operations. In our view, this co-evolution can promote new social trends which are able to ensure the welfare of present and future generations.

CSR considers two things as relevant: the firm’s stakeholders’ welfare and shareholders’ profit and tries to reconcile the apparent trade-off with visions that make long run profit correlate to the welfare of all stakeholders.

The shift from short term to long term perspective in business is important and is becoming also accepted. The role of State in this is obviously a next and important step. If CSR has represented a shift in thinking of business, then the shift towards what is being called sustainability, is also like to move into the government and political arena.

States have inherent responsibilities in respect of social welfare in ways that companies don’t. Although companies face pressures from financial markets for quarterly earnings reports, CEOs have stock options that tie their earnings to the fortune of the firm etc.—all factors that drive much greater short-terminism in business than we see in politics—they pursue CSR practices as medium/long run survival strategy.
Some advocates claim that CSR helps to meet objectives that produce long-term profits, while others claim that CSR is a step towards a decent society because companies are doing what is ethically correct. But, as we have seen, CSR initiatives, even the profitable ones, do not necessarily enhance social welfare.

Corporations, even when seeking to maximize profits by adopting a CSR approach, have no duty to guarantee the interests of society as a whole. Collective actions are often required to solve certain meta-externalities problems.

Public policies are far from efficient. If legislators and regulators actually pursue the public interest, the mixture of VAs and government regulation may help the system to work at a higher level of welfare. The implementation of measures to fight meta-externalities which are effective in the medium long-term requires agreements sought, entered into and supported by different players. All stakeholders (international community, including enlightened States, national and local governments, firms, etc.) have a fundamental role.

If the approach of “long term” to the profit is at the base of the CSR, this means that companies are acting voluntarily because they have understood that giving up a higher profit, in the short term, is more convenient if the consequence of pursuing it, probably, leads to a demise in the long run.

This is true for all non-hit and run firms. By analogy, if the welfare of future generations matters for each single State, then it will push policy towards actions that are socially responsible.

A clear perception by citizens that the presence of some meta-externalities violates their fundamental rights can help in reducing them. The State can stimulate this perception in different ways such like:

- reducing the contradictions in the existing agreements, by stating unambiguous objectives, and making them more effective;
- allocating sufficient resources that should be used efficiently by implementing every possible synergy and avoiding duplications;
- making easier the appeal to the Court of Justice (reducing its costs, promoting collective action by specific associations, facilitating the spread of specific communication campaigns to reduce information asymmetries existing with respect meta-externalities);
- making more effective the results produced by judgments.

In turn, citizens have it in their hands to support (or not) the managers of firms by buying (or not) their products. In the same way, citizens have the possibility to support (or not) politicians at elections. Therefore the role of citizens is crucial and, if played well, will contribute to the implementation of long-term policies and structural changes. In fact, although there is not a single answer to the question of how to define and shape a desirable and sustainable path of economic development, one important starting point for change is cultural, and not necessarily responding to the social trends promoted by States.
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